REPAIR BROKEN AND CRACKED CONCRETE
Concrete is in good condition except for cracked and depressed areas.

Picture 1 Large deep cracks on upper two slabs. Crack closest to sidewalk has considerable height difference. Picture 2 Large cracks in both left and right slabs.

High Pressure Water Blast  Actually done twice (first to just clean surface and cracks and then after grinding cracks etc.)

Cracks prepared by grinding and power washing.
Cracked slabs brought up to level and repaired with ShurBond 550 Epoxy Adhesive and ShurBond 100 Polymer Concrete. Picture on the right also shows severely spalled area.

Single coat of WOHL Concrete Coating (low film build for better results use two coats or WOHL Concrete Surfacer).

Repaired and removed major trip hazard at crack closest to the sidewalk. Repaired major cracks in driveway and severely spalled area. Application will add many good years of service to the driveway.